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1. Introduction. Let A and B be finite nontrivial groups and

A wr B denote the wreath product of A by B. In [l] Baumslag

showed that A wr B is nilpotent if and only if A and B are both

^-groups for the same prime p. In [2] Durbin proved that A wr P is

supersolvable if and only if

(i) A is nilpotent,

(ii) either P is abelian or B' is a nontrivial />-group with A a

^-group for the same prime p, and

(iii) for each prime q dividing | A \, q^l (mod m), where m is

the exponent of B/Q, Q being the Sylow <7-subgroup of B.

Since both the properties nilpotency and supersolvability are

examples of that class of group theoretical properties called locally

defined formations [3], it is natural to ask more generally for a char-

acterization of those groups A and B such that their wreath product

lies in an arbitrary locally defined formation.

The main result of this paper is

Theorem 2. Let {fp} be a collection of formations, one for each prime

p and let f be the formation locally defined by the collection {fp}. If A

and B are nontrivial finite groups, then A wr BEf if and only if the

following conditions are satisfied:

(a) p\\A\  and p\\B\  if /P = 0,

(b) iffP*0
ii) B/FPiB)EfP   for each p\\A\,
(ii) P/Op(P)G/P   for each p\\A\ such that FPiA)=A,

(iii)   [A/FPiA) wr B]EfP   for each p\\A\ such that FPiA)<A.

2. Notation and definitions. All groups considered are finite.

If H is a subgroup of A then JJ(P)=the direct product of | P> |

copies of P = the set of all functions from B to A. A wr B — W(A) • B,

the semidirect product of YI (A) by B with H(-<4) normal, where

/»(*)=/(*&-1) iorfEH(A) and&GP. A finite group H is said to be
^-nilpotent if H = PP* where P* is a normal p-complement and P is

a Sylow £-group. FPiG) = the biggest ^-nilpotent normal subgroup

of G. F(G) = the biggest nilpotent normal subgroup of G.

Ii U is a set of primes then Ou(G) = the biggest normal P-subgroup

of G.
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We will write Op(G) for 0\P\(G) whenever p is a prime and p' will

denote the set of primes distinct from p.

3. F,(A wr B).

Lemma 1. FP(G) can be characterized by

(i) 0P'(G)CFp(G) and

(ii) Op[G/Op.(G)] = Fp(G)/Op.(G).

Proof. 0p>(G) is trivially ^-nilpotent since it is p-iree and is a

normal subgroup so 0P'(G)C.Fp(G) and in fact since FP(G)=PP*

and P* is a characteristic subgroup we have P* = Gy(G). Thus

Fp(G)/Op>(G)^P, hence is a p-gronp and is normal in G/Op>(G) so

Fp(G)/0P'(G)C.Op[G/0P'(G)]. If the containment were proper then

the complete pre-image of Op[G/Op-(G)\ would be a p-nilpotent

normal subgroup of G which properly contains FP(G).

Lemma 2.

n . .       D,       (Il(A)-Ou(B)      if A is a U-group,
Ou(A wr B) = < _.

vll 0t/(-<4) */ -^ is not a U-group.

Proof. If A is a [/-group then so is the direct product H(^4) and

hence YL(A)-Ou(B) is a normal [/-group, therefore YL(A)-Ou(B)

QOu(A wr B).

If we denote by Bv the group BP\0u(A wr B) then Bv is a [/-group,

normal in B, so BuQOu(B). But Or/04 wr J5) = ilC4)--6*

Q\\(A)-Ou(B) therefore Ou(A wr B) = H(A)-Ov(B).
Ii A is not a [/-group we note that in general if A is a normal

subgroup of a finite group G and Ou(G/N) = l then Ou(N)—Ou(G).

Since

Op[IKo^))] = 11(0*00)

it suffices to show Ov[(A wr B)/]J(0u(A))] = 1.

Now if A is a normal subgroup of ^4 then the group (A/N) wr 5

is isomorphic to the group (A wr B)/H(A), so in particular letting

A = Oc/04) we see that it suffices to show A/Ou(A) wr 5 = 1. But the

group A* = A/0u(A) has the property that Ov(A*) = l, so we need

only show that 0V(A *) -1 implies Ou(A * wr B) = 1.

Suppose Ou(A*) = l and 0U(A* wr 5)^1. Since Ou(MXN)

= Ou(M)XOv(N) and 0u(N)=0u(G)r\N for normal subgroups

Af, A of G we have 1 = Y[(0u(A*)) = 0u\\(A*) = ft (4*)
nCW * wr 5). Hence there is some/&£0r/C4 * wr 5) with/£ ft (4 *)

and l7*bEB.
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Let l^aEA* he arbitrary and define gG 11(4 *) by g(l)=* and

g(x) = l for all l^xGP. Then [g, fb]ETL(A*)r\Ov(A* wr P) = l,
in particular [g,/£>](l) = 1. But a direct evaluation gives

[g,fb](D = (r1«/6)(i) = r1(D-(g06(i)

= r1(D-^-1) = g(i)-1-g(*-1)/(6-,)

= a_1T t^I,    a contradiction.

Thus0r/(4*wrP) = l.

Theorem 1. If A and B are nontrivial groups then

FP(A wr B) = IT (A)-FP(B)       if p \ \ A \

= II (A)-0P(B)       ifp\ \A\     and   FP(A) = A

= IT (FP(A)) ifp\ \A\     and   FP(A) < A.

Proof. We use the characterization for FP(G) given in Lemma 1.

Case 1. Suppose />|MI. Then A is a />'-group hence Op-(A wr P)

= U(A)-0P'(B) by Lemma 2. Therefore FP(A wr B)/Op.(A wr P)

= FP(A  wr B)/YJ.(A)-0P'(B) which is isomorphic to

Op[(AwrB)/]J(A)-Op,(B)]

by Lemma 1. This in turn is isomorphic to Op[B/0P'(B)] because the

groups inside the brackets [ ] are isomorphic. Finally Op[B/Op>(B)]

is equal to Fp(B)/Op<(B) again using the characterization for FP(G)

given in Lemma 1. But the complete pre-image of Fp(B)/Op>(B) in

A  wr B/Yi(A)-0P'(B) under this isomorphism is

11(A)-FP(B)/11(A)-Op,(B)

therefore FP(A wr B) = H(A)- FP(B).

Case 2. Suppose p\ \A\. Then A is not a p'-group and Lemma 2

gives Op'(A wr B) — Xl(0P'(A)). Thus using Lemma 1

FP(A wrB)/Op.(A wrP) =Op[(A wr B)/Jl(0P.(A))]^Op(A* wr B)

•where A* = A/Op-iA). To apply Lemma 2 we observe that by Lemma

1 A* is a p-group if and only if FP(A)=A. Hence FP(A wr P) =

H(A)-Op(B) if FP(A)=A. If Fp(^)<^, then

FP(A wr P)/Cv(,4 wr P)

^ Op(A* wr P) = IT (0P(A*)) = IE iFPiA)/OAA)),
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which implies that FP(A wr B) = Y1(FP(A)).
The Fitting group F(G) of a wreath product can be easily found

using Theorem 1 and the fact that F(G) = f\Fp(G), the intersection

taken over all primes p (p dividing | G|). We state without proof the

Corollary. If A and B are nontrivial groups then

F(A wr B) = n (A)-0p(B)       if A is a /'-group,

= YL (F(A)) if more than one prime divides | A \ .

4. Proof of Theorem 2. By definition [3], if / is a formation locally

defined by a set of formations {fp}. Then G£/ if and only if

(a) p\\G\     if/p = 0,
(b) G/Fp(G)EfP if fP*0- Since \A wr B\ = \A\ 1*1 • \B\ apply-

ing Theorem 1 we see that A wr B £/ if and only if

(a) 0{|i4|,£||.B| if/p = 0, and if/p5*0 then

(b) (i)* (A wr B)/]J(A)■ Fp(B)EfP    for each p\\A\
(ii)* (A wr B)/Jl(A)-0pEfP for each p\\A\ such that FP(A)

= A.

(hi)* (A wr B)/YL(FP(A))Efp for each p\\A\ such that
FP(A)<A.

By elementary isomorphism theorems for wreath products (i)*, (ii)*

and (iii)* are equivalent to (i), (ii) and (iii) respectively.

5. Applications. If it is known which wreath products are contained

in the fp which locally define / then Theorem 2 can be used to char-

acterize those A wr 5£/in terms of conditions on A and B. Since the

class of finite supersolvable groups can be described as the formation

locally defined by {/„} where

fp = the class of finite abelian groups of

exponent dividing p — l[3, Beispiel 4.8]

condition (b) (iii) can never occur since no wreath product of non-

trivial groups is ever abelian. That is to say Fp(^4)=^4 for all p, or

equivalently A is nilpotent. The characterization given by Durbin

[2] is then an easy consequence of Theorem 2.

Theorem 2 yields among others characterizations of A wr B £/ in

terms of conditions on A and B for the following locally defined /

which are described in Huppert [4, VI §7]. We state the results with-

out proof.

(a) A wr B is ^-solvable of p-\ength at most 1 if and only if

(i) B/FP(B) isp-lreeiip\\A\,
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(ii) B/0PiB) is p-iree if p\ \A\ and A is ^-nilpotent,

(iii) A/FPiA) and B are p-ireeii p\\A\ and A is not ^-nilpotent.

(b) If -< is an ordering of the primes then A wr B has an ordered

-<-Sylow tower if and only if

(i) B/FPiB) is divisible only by primes q with p~<q if p\ \ A \,

(ii) B/0PiB) is divisible only by primesq withp~<qiip\ \A\ and

FP(A) = A,

(iii) A/FPiA) and P are divisible only by primes q with p~<.q if

p\\A\ and FPiA)<A.
(c) A wr P is ^-nilpotent if and only if

(i) P is ^-nilpotent if p\\A\,

(ii) P is a £-group and A is ^-nilpotent if p\ \A\.

(d) If / is the formation of those p-solvable groups whose p-chief

factors have orders pni, • • • , pnk such that l.c.m. (wi, • • • , nk)=n,

then A wr BEf if and only if either

(i) p||^4|, A  is p-nilpotent and B/P is abelian of exponent

dividing p" — l where P is a p-Sylow group of B, or

(ii) £||-4|  and B/FP(B) is abelian of exponent dividing pn — 1.
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